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What is Proof Planning?
 Informal Definition

 See a proof in terms of “ideas”
 Different levels of abstraction
 Represented as a graph, tree, DAG?
 Tool for directing exhaustive proof search

 Formal Definition
 No perfect all-encapsulating definition
 Usually defined per theorem proving system
 The concept itself is mostly informal



Example Proof Plan



Why Proof Planning?
 Cuts down proof search space
 Bridges gap between human/computer
 Proof = Guarantee + Explanation (Robinson 65)

 And…
 It can be automated
 It has been automated (to some extent)



Why Study This?
 Artificial Intelligence Perspective

 What can/cannot be modeled by computer?
 How to model something so informal

 Cognitive Psychology Perspective
 Intuitions about human thought process
 Reasoning about human ability to abstract

 Practical Perspective
 Proving theorems automatically is useful



Learning by Example
 Previous proofs as hints

 What information can be gained?
 What has been tried?

 Analogical Reasoning
 Strategies (higher level)
 Methods, Tactics (lower level)
 And in most cases a combination of these



Proof Clustering
 Proof Planning can be aided by:

 The ability to recognize similarity in proofs
 The ability to extract information from proofs

 If we can cluster similar proofs, we can:
 More easily generalize a strategy or tactic
 Determine which proofs are useful examples
 Build a proof component hierarchy
 Automate the process of learning techniques



Ωmega Proof Planning System
with LearnΩmatic
 Uses examples as tools in the proving process
 Heuristics guide the proof search

 Uses learned proof techniques (methods)
 Selects what it feels to be the most relevant methods

 LearnΩmatic
 Learns new methods from sets of examples
 Increases proving capability on the fly
 Minimizes hard-coding of techniques
 Increases applicability, no domain limitation



Learning Sequence



An Example of Learning…
 Extended Regular expression format
 A grouping of ‘similar’ proof techniques:

assoc-l, assoc-l, inv-r, id-l
assoc-l, inv-l, id-l
assoc-l, assoc-l, assoc-l, inv-r, id-l

 …generalizes to the method:
assoc-l*, [inv-r | inv-l], id-l



Problems with the LearnΩmatic
 Relies on ‘positive examples’ only

 User must have knowledge about proofs
 Hard to expand the system’s capabilities
 Could produce bad methods for bad input

 Learning new methods is not automated!
 Waits for the user to supply clusters



Specific Goal
 Enhance LearnΩmatic with fully

automated proof clustering
 First: be able to check a cluster for similarity
 Second: be able to identify a ‘good’ cluster

 The results can be directly plugged into
the learning algorithm for new methods
 Proof cluster -> learning algorithm -> newly-

learnt proof method -> application



Plan of Attack
 Determine what constitutes a good group

 Maybe a simple heuristic (compression…)
 Maybe a more detailed analysis is necessary

 Implement proof clustering on top of the
LearnΩmatic system

 Collect results
 Ideally: proving theorems on proof clustering
 At least: empirical data from test cases



Some Questions We Have…
 Are regular expressions appropriate?
 Do Ωmega and the LearnΩmatic even

represent the right approach (bottom-up)?
 How much will proof clustering aid

theorem proving?
 Can we generalize proof clustering?
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